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Historians and .  archivists will welcome the Final Report 
of the National Study Commission on Records and 
Documents of Federal Officials (really two reports, one 
from the majority and one an alternate). Both versions 
affirm what hai been in some question—not least  because 
of Richard Nixon's acquisitive instincts—that the papers 
of all federal officials (not only Fresidents but bureau-

_ ins, members of Congress and judges) are public prop-
erty and must be !Ad available for scrutiny by the pub-
lic. But having trialle this vitally important finding, the 
Study . CominIssitm evidently kilt that he bulk of its 
ipsk was 	 rt cites the Federe Records Act of 1950, 
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which obliges the bead of each federal agency to "make 
and preserve records containing adequate and proper 
documentation of the organization, functions, policies, 
decisions, procedures and essential transactions of the 
agency . . . ," and notes that, to insure compliance with 
such requirements, the Code of Federal Regulations of 
1976 stipulates that "With particular regard to the formu-
lation of basic Government policy, Federal officials are 
responsible for incorporating in the records of their agen-
cies all essential information on their major actions." 
The two reports agree that these statutes, together with 
the Freedom of Information Act, provide sufficient guar-• 
antees for the preservation of, and access to, such rec-
ords, within reasonable bounds of confidentiality and 
the safeguarding of national security. 

This optimism I find unwarranted, in view of recervIy 
acquired knoWledge about the separate records-keeping 
and document-destruction practices of government agen-
cies, and particularly the intelligence agencies. When de 
vising multiple, • filing systems and document-destruction 
procedures, intelligence bureaucrats have in the past - 
fully recognized that their agencies' reputations and il.us 
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authority could be • damaged should "sensitive:" dome; relents of a certain kind ever 	 e ,be publicly disclosed. D.:- spite the assurance of confidentiality provided by • "Da- 

I

. tional security" classifications, these officials devised M-ee•  , ing procedures that separated extremely sensitive from t • -, other "national security" classified documents. This sys-tem had a double objective: to permit' the prompt de- 

	

'e. 	struction of these sensitive documents without leaving •-•, 	• 	'. 

	

.. .• 	behind any clue. that such documents had ever existed. • •'.• 

	

' 	' .. Moreover, although some of these record-keeping prac- e • • ,• 
t 	• ' tices were established before, and otheri after, the 1950 ' Act, the legislative requirements that adequate records ;be created and preserved were deliberately ignored. 

ee 'Apparently, the National Archives personnel respon-sible for reviewing agency' documents before permitting' their destruction had been unaware of these procedures intended to avoid public knowledge of illegal activities. ' • For, on - March 26, 1976, the appraiser in the Records Disposition 'Division of the National Archives' Office of ' • . Federal Records Centers who had responsibility for FBI documents authorized (and the archivist subsequently signed) the destruction of "Closed files of the Federal ._ . Bureau of Investigation containing investigative reports, inter- and .intro-office communications, related evidence . collected or received during the course - of public 

	

r • 	business in accordance wtith the FBI investigative man- 

	

e' 	. date." (Emphasis added.) Thus, extensive files were de- , strived without the responsible Archives personnel as- certaining their historical and public importance. The limited number of personnel (ten) In this Archives Divi-. • Mon explains why such voluminous files could not be re--. viewed. Yet the National 'Archives has . not requested money to hire additional staff for the purpose. 	• ■ II. , ' In memorandums of April 11, 1940, November 15, e 1941, Mereli 1, 1942, January 16, 1943, March 9, 1943 and November 9, 1944, FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover ...Wised bireau officials (both these In •Washiligten and . , Special Agents in Charge,  of field offices) how to pre-pere for submission to headquarters memorandums that r '.'', were not to be retained and tiled in the FBI's ,,cneral •le.'. , files. These communications were to be typed on pink • ' r eper (later blue).  the better to keep them separate se, 

• • 

• :conduct brook-ins, along with the documents !hat farniaey approved these requests. Such papers • were not to be .given serial numbers, nor to be :lied under the apprepri-, ate case or caption category. 'te.senever fleover or his headquarters staff deemed it adverable to de: eoy them, they could vanish without a trace An intenial bureau memorandum of July 19, 1966, from Whim-, Sullivan to Cardin 7c Loach (both mete at the time were as-sistants to the Director) describes in detail the Do Not File procedure. To prevent excessive recourse to break-ins—which Sullivan characterized as "clearly illegal"— and to make sure that sufficient care was taken to pre-vent their discovery, prior written authorization from the Director or assistant director was required for all such crimes. Under normal procedures, of course, this would create a retrievable record, and the Do Net File device . was invented to avoid that hazard. In September 1975 Congressional testimony, former FBI Assistant Director Charles Brennan conceded that this was indeed one pur-pose of the Do Not File procedure. It would also en-able the bureau to comply , with court disclosure orders, since witnesses could affirm that a search of FBI records had been made and no evidence uncovered of illegal government activities. 

. • " 

The recent discovery of this separate file keeping raises additional questions about the Fill's way with its records. In the course of reviewing the "Official-Confidential" files formerly retained by Hoover in his personal office, the staff of the Senate Select Committee on Intelligenee. Activities came across the Sullivan-To-De Loach memo-randum mentioned above. Mark saitertstein, the ste counsel who made this Lad, then sesticed that a caption, "PF," had been crossed out in the upezr-right-head ;arar. and the notation added that, in November 19;1, tee document had been transf• .:ed to Honver's 015;4.1-Con-ficleritial files. Further invesileation cm:Wished, List, th. "PF' stood for Hoover's "Personal 1:iles"; second, that this document, along with seven o'b r documents, had been transferred from the "B" entry in the Personal File:: ("B"' for "Black Bag" jobs or break-ins) to Hoover's Official-Confidential fill; and, third that shortly .after his death in May 1972, Hoover's Personal Files' had been sent to his home. There, follondue Hoover's instruc-tions but allegedly after first reyiessing the voluminous Personal Files to insure that they contained no official documents, the FBI Director's personal secret. y, Helen Gandy, destroyed them. In her De-ember 1975 testi-mony, Ms. Gandy maintained that she had iieund no other official documents. 
Given the decidedly official character of th -i Do Not File memorandum (the seven other items remain classi-fied, but assuredly Hoene; in 1971 re esidered them of-ficial), we confront the not very credible possibility that the only alphabetical entry in Hoover's Personal Files to contain official docureeles had been the letter "B." The process by which documents were selected foe trans-fer and destruction prevents us from knowing whether tee requirements of the 1950 Act aad the 1976 Code were actually met. 
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J• a .froth white-paper memorandums Which, on receipt by ,Washington, would be given a serial numbs' for filing • 
purposes;In part, Hoover's reason for setting up this ";•,1 • color code had been to ,reduce paper work. A deeper eurpose,'however; was to enable FBI field offices to con-,. • vey sensitive information in writing to the'FB1 Director or Washington' headquarters without running the danger teat a retrievable record would thereby be created. His • ' Aped 11, 1940 memorandum identified documents to be destroyed as including those "written' merely for Inform-rive purpos-s, which need not be retained for permanent filing." The March 1, 1942 instruction more specifically identified these as including memorandums "prepared fit,:solely for t!,e benefit of the Director and other officials . and eveetu.11y to be returned to the dictator [of the t , tuentoranduell to' be destroyed, or retained in the Direc-e. s • or  • . V;; : t S office." 

- 
. • 	 •• • 

I 	;. cedure for all field-eke 'requests' for authorization to 

• ; 	In, 1942 the bureau instituted a "Do Not File" pro- 
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Obviously, a Do Not File procedure allows those Con-
cerned to deny knowledge of the extent and nature of ,  
recognizably illegal or "sensitive" activities, and other 

. • recent disclosures suggc4 that such separate filing pro-
s'tf' cedares were. not confined to break-ins. Thus, Sullivan's 

1969 reports from Paris to Washington headquarters on 
his surveillance of nationally syndicated columnist Joseph 
Kraft were sent under the Do Not File procedure. In 
addition, despite Atty. Gen. Nicholas Katzenbach's 1966 
requirement that all requests for authority to wiretap be 

,. submitted in writing and the names of those subject to k , such surveillances be included in a special file (an ELSUR 
Index), the wiretap records of the seventeen individuals 
(White House and Natiorial Security Council aides and 

'reporters) tapped between 1969 and 1971, allegedly to 
uncover the source or sources of national security leaks, 
were not placed in this Index or filed with other FIJI 

e ':national security" wiretap eccords..(Nor were the 1972 
wiretap records on Charles Radford, a lower-level mill-

. tary aide suspected of having leaked National Security 
council documents to the Joint Chiefs of Staff, included 

, in the ELSUR Index or filed with other. FBI "national 
Seiurity" taps. And FBI reports on its surveillance of 

. Anna Chennault in October/November 1968 were "pro-
. Weed and secured" to insure that they would not be 

discovered and thereby' affect that year's Presidential 
raae;) ,Accordingly, when Sullivan told Asst. Atty. Gen. 
Robert Mardian in July 1971 that Hoover might use these, 
taps to blackmail the President, Mardian, after consulting 
with Nixon, transferred the tap records from the FBI 
to the safe of White House aide John Ehrlichman.,Be-
cause they were not listed originally in the ELSUR In-
dex,''there wat no'record either that these files bad been 

'transferred Or, that the wiretaps had been carried ant. 
In another irea,. when Congress in September1 1971, 

repealed the emergency detention title of the McCarron 
Internal Security Act of 1950, Hoover asked Atty. Gen. 
'John Mitchell how to handle the policy documents of 

.11.r 	the Justice Department's independently, established, 
broader—and illegal—detention program: On February 
19, 1972, Mnrdlan advised Hoover to destroy these ma-
terials. Furthermore, upon concluding the study that re- 
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suited in the recommended changes of intelligence pro. 
oedure (known as the Huston Plan), Hoover in June 
1970 advised other intelligence officials who had partici-
pated to 'destroy this plan's. working copies. 

During the pretrial hearings in the Judith Cuplon ease, 
the FBI's extensive and illegal use of wiretapping was 
revealed because Federal District Judge Albert Reeves 
ruled that curtain FBI reports be submitted as evidence. 
Hoover then devised yet another filing procedure. Iii 
Bureau Bulletin ND. 34 of July 8, 1949, he ordered that 
"facts and information which are considered of a nature 
not expedient to disseminate or would cause embarrass-
ment to the bureau, if distributed" were henceforth to be 
omitted from agent reports, but detailed in the administra-
tive pages that accompanied these reports. Normally, 
agents employed administrative pages to highlight inves-
tigative findings or to outline future investigative efforts. . 
Because those pages could be kept separate from the re-
ports, Hoover's order , would allow the FBI to conflict 
questionable or illegal activities, and profit from their 
findings without risking disclosure during trial proceed-
ings or even without responsible Justice Department of-
ficials ever learning of them. 

This need to prevent discovery of illegal FBI innsil-
gative activities had also led Hoover on October 19, 
1949 to advise all Special Agents in Charge hoW to hide 
the fact that the bureau was conducting an extensive 
"security index"' program. It predated pavage of the 
McCarron Internal Security Act and was partially bawd 
on a secret directive of August 3, 1948 from Atty. Gen. 
Tom Clark. The FBI, however, began to tampile,rldi-
tional indexes--a Communist Index, ,a "Deteorn (Colo-
munist Detention) program" and a "Comsab (Comtiti-
fist Saboteurs) program"—without the Attorney 0... • 
eral's direction or knowledge. To guard against discovery 
of this program by the press and the Congree.;—as welt .  
as to prevent the Attorney General from discovering the 
bureau's independent extension of his authorization—
Hoover advised SACS; "No mention must be made in 
any investigative report relating to the classifications of 
top functionaries and key figures, our to the Detcorn or 
Comsab programs, nor to the securitv'index or the Com-
munist Index. These investigatiVe procedures and ad-
ministrative aids arc confidential and should not be known 
to any outside agency." 

Then, when the FBI after February 1958, began to 
receive copies of letters: illegally obtained through the 
agency's closely guarded mail cover/intercept program 
in New York City, similar filing procedures were set 
down, as described in a November 26,1962 memoran-
dum. Copies of intercepted mail were to be destroyed 
(if of no value) or filed in a secure area, separate 
other FBI files. Such copies were also not to be included 
in the subject's case file although a cross-reference would 
permit retrieval. When significant information found in 
this intercepted mail was sent on to FBI field offices or 
other divisions, it was to be paraphrased to disguise tie 
source. Agents in Charge of this project in New York 
were specifically warned not to disseminate the obtained 
information outside the bureau and not to cite it in any 
investigative report. 
• ' 
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,. 4ro there other FBI files? Obviously, this'question can-not be answered definitively. When interviewed by David : 

	

	o Wise, author of The Police Slate, William Sullivan ' claimed that John Mohr (then an FBI assistant direc-Aor)• had removed "very mysterious files" from Hoover's ' office after the FBI Director's death. These ware "very  sensitive and explosive files,":Sullivan mainedned, and - not all of them were located by Atty. Gen. Edward Levi ..  1.  when he found "164 such 'files in the Justice Depart- - { 	' Teat." • 
	. . 	. t  ; 	Noi' were these separate filing procedures and the at- r i . 1  tendant document destruction confined to the. FBI. The,, t I .1  CIA's drug program documents were 'destroyed in Jan-,  a '. , nary 1973.. Also,' during the September 1975 Congres- , f 	sional testimony, CIA Director William Colby affirmed ''`, - - that the agency's. record-keeping practices made it ii' ' ' ^ impossible to reconstruct past CIA activities involving t ,  ' the production and retention of highly poisonous toxins: 7'  - "Only a very limited documentation of activities took plece"a the desire for compnrtmentction involving sensi-. tive matters "reduced the amount of record keeping." t 	' In 1969, the National Security Agency devised similar c filing and destruction procedires. In 1967, the NSA had ,,, , - begun to intercept the international electronic communi-,:y cetions of targeted American citizens and organizations. '  

Ceased in 1966, and that the exact number of Each' past 	1  FBI break-ins could not be provithi because, t' 	 .; the Do Not File prOccdure, Written rzcords 	not exist. In 1976, however, in response to a :curt onle: a damage ,  twit brow,laof, "a;.r.:t the governnmit by the Socialist Workers Party, the FBI not only produced break-in document:, but th,:se documents disclosed that FBI domestic security break-ins continued after 1966 and as late as July 1976.. 	• 
In addition, William Colby testified in September 1975 that the CIA could not be hilly responsive io the Senate . Select Committee's queries concerning 'the CIA's drug programs and specifically its toxin program. Not only had 'documents concerning the CIA's general drug programs been destroyed in January 1973, but the , agency's desiie for compartmentation of sensitive materials had "reduced [the] amount of record keeping" and thus there had been "only a very limited, doeumentation of (the] activities [which] took place." But in July 1977, contradicting Colby's assertions, CIA .Direetor , Stansfield Turner ad-vised the Senate Select Committee that documents per- taMing to the CIA's past 'drug program : had been dis-covered after "extraordinary and extensive search efforts." These, Turner reported, had been found in retired archives filed ender fmancial accounts. The newly • discovered . documents showed that CIA drug testing " on 'Annericali citizens had been more extensive than had been discluseti , in 1975. 	• 	. 	• 	• -t 	 ' 

;I ,r The tile-keeping procedures, and their underlying intent ,, 'era+ to prevent public/Congassional knowledge of question- , able or patently illegal ac.ivitics, challenge the assaults- r 	; 1  .1 tions underlying the National Study Commission meow- •reendations. Existing law and regulations ' do nut appear! • , 11'.s.:".) adequate to guarantee retention of pLl.lic pape.4. Elms assuring that the Freedom of Inform:11:m Act will 'give 	,a; -- access to the full recent of federal agency practices. The 'problem is more complex and thorny Jun the coMmis- sion recognized. Perhaps the preserVation and . nceess such papers cannot be insured. But the attempt shoul.l nevertheless be made, and a number re: additioual safe-guards are required. Fust, the Congo:es should enact legislation specifically forbidding the maintenance of separate files and requiring federal officials to create a'  unitary and complete filing system, Heavy fines and criminal penalties s.ioeld be provided for noncompliance. Second, an oversight committee should be created to in-sure that more dual, uiple or even more elaborate sys; tents do not continue; will not be deviNed, or if &Nisei.' cannot remain undetected. An independent board of archivists, journalists and historians might well be created to provide this oversight. It must have subpoena powers 

, The eiSA had the equipment necessary to intercept all electronic messages, and could Isolate particularly desired ' r 	rays aces according to pre-selected names or code words.' , • 	exploit this capability,' the CIA and the FBI provided the NSA with a so-called Watch List of individuals or 1. • organizations whose messages were to be intercepted. In-formil document transmittal and separate filing methods, wen then devised. Being perfectly aware that such inter-:: ' 'caption was illegal, NSA officials he 1969 worked out ,- pre-rdures to hide the existence of the activity and their, involvement in it. Reports produced through this eaves-dropping were given no serial numbers, were not filed yids oilier 'NSA reports, were hand-delivered only to those officials having knowledge of _the program, and • were distributed. "For Background Use Only." Agencies receiving-  the material Were directed either to destroy it or return it to the NSA within two weeks. 

i ' • 	 , 	, 	. •Are these separate file-keeping • and destruction proce- t `: dures merely aberrational-practices that have now been 'abandoned? Unfortunately, in die absence of proof to the contrary we must assume that they may be continuing or might be resumed. It is unlikely that before 1975 respon:,-iblc, informed ' citizens would, have accused the intelligence agencies of such practices, and if they had,... f ' few Americans would have taken them seriously, Further- 

•-• 

FBI break-ins during Clogiestic secolity investiaeti,,is bad 


